Monitor Single Production Line Performance

Applications
Case Sealing

Direct Mail

Folding/Gluing

Film Wrapping

Inkjetting

Fulfillment

Packaging

Beverage Bottling

Manufacturing

Labeling

Box Filling

Palletizing

Pick-To-Light

Bag Filling

Printing

Web Presses

Confectionary

Canning Lines

Craft Brewing

Paper

Pharma

Medical

Card & Envelope

Manual Assy

Container

Know Your Numbers Real-Time

2000 SERIES
The PROLINE 2000 Series is a family of Counters and Timers used widely across many industries for many different applications. The bright 3.5” touch-screen provides easy to read
graphics and simple navigation.

PL-2000
TOTAL vs. TARGET COUNTER with RATE DISPLAY
With 3 screens to choose from (all included) easily display Count vs.
Target, Count only, Rate only, or Count and Rate.
Features include; heavy-duty ABS enclosure, flanges with mounting
holes, 3.5" touch-screen, 2" range diffuse sensor w/ 3 meter cable,
magnetic sensor mount.

BATCH COUNTER with TOTAL COUNT
The new ProLine BC Counter is the perfect solution for batch
counting and tracking total pieces. With the ability to add one input, you can batch count and track total pieces. One standard output
has a N.O. and N.C. output to allow you to inhibit upstream/downstream devices or activate tower lamps, alarms, or provide an input to a host controller.
The output can be configured to latch on until reset or momentarily
latch for a set time. The BC Counter comes with one input sensor w/
3m cable and one 3m 4-wire output cable (flying leads).

PL-2004

PL-2001
DYNAMIC TIMER
The ProLine PL-2001 Dynamic Timer allows companies to monitor
back up on production lines. Set the value for the timer. Once the
photo-sensor is blocked for that time, the output contacts will close
allowing you to light a lamp, sound a buzzer, or signal other equipment.

TAKT TIMER / PACE SETTER

PL-2002

The ProLine Takt Timer is an affordable way to visually see if
your products are being produced in time to satisfy the customer demand.
The photo-sensor will start the timer after the first product
leaves the sensor. The ProLine Takt Timer can be set to time
up or down, will display the time on the screen, and send an
output if the time is met.

SHOT CLOCK TIMER
The ProLine Shot Clock Timer is perfect for setting timed alert notifications. Easily set the time and press start. The shot clock will count up
or down to the set time, send an output, automatically reset the time,
and automatically begin again.
Easily lets the operator know how much time they have to finish the
task at hand.

PL-2003

1000 SERIES
Know your production count at any given time of the day. The PROLINE PL-1000 Total Counter is perfect for displaying Actual Count on your production lines to allow you to know your
production numbers real time and the PL-1001 also includes a Rate display, per-minute or
per-hour.

PL-1000
TOTAL COUNTER
Count up to 99,999,999 pieces on the bright seven-segment LED display. Reset push button. Includes 2" fixed range diffuse sensor, 3m
cable, and power supply.

PL-1001
TOTAL COUNTER with RATE
Count up to 99,999,999 pieces on the bright seven-segment LED
display and display the run rate. Includes 2" fixed range diffuse sensor, 3m cable, reset button, and power supply.
Rate is selectable; per Minute or per Hour via pushbutton

Options Include: Retroreflective sensors, metal proximity detect sensors, sensor mounting
bracket w/ magnet, cable extensions
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